Knowledge Organiser
Year 7 Term 1
Form group:

Name:
Masters of Recall Big Quiz:

Spellings
Week 1
Protagonist- the leading
character or one of the
major characters in a
novel, play or film.
Antagonist- a character
who is opposed to,
struggles against, or
competes with another.
Malevolence- the quality,
state or feeling of being
evil.
Connotations- something
suggested or implied by a
word or thing.
Vampire- a preternatural
being, commonly believed
to be a reanimated
corpse, that is said to
suck the blood of sleeping
persons at night.

Week 2
Consequence- the effect,
result, or outcome of
something happening
earlier.
Misdemeanour- any
minor offence or
misbehaviour.
Optimism- the view to
look on the more positive
side of events or
conditions and to expect
the best outcome.
Narrative- a story that
connects and explains a
series of events.
Characteristic- having a
unique feature or quality.

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Perplexing- something
which is confusing or
complicated.

Bewilderment- a feeling
of being perplexed and
confused.

Immerse- to be involved
deeply in a particular
activity.

Beckon- to signal, call
upon someone or to lure
them into something.

Retorted- say something
in answer to a remark,
typically in a sharp, angry,
or witty manner. This can
also be used as a
synonym for ‘repay’ (to
repay an insult or injury).

Caliginous- this could be
a synonym for misty, dim
or dark.

Analysis- the process of
studying something and
exploring what is meant
by the elements or
structure of something.
Evokes- to consider what
is suggested by a specific
choice. To explain what
impression, you get from
something or someone.
Effect- a change which is
a result or consequence
of an action or other
cause.

Per contra- a phrase
used to replace ‘on the
other hand’.
Alludes- to suggest or
call attention to something
indirectly; to hint at
something.
Intent- To have a specific
intention or purpose.

Conscious- to have
knowledge of something
or to be aware of
something.

Week 6
Genre- a style or category
of literature, art, or music.
Morality- the distinction
between right and wrong,
or good and bad
behaviour.
Imbue- to inspire with
feeling or opinion.

Eradicate- to remove or
destroy something.

Perspective- a point of
view or a particular
attitude towards
something.

Implicit- a suggestion
made through not directly
stated.

Credibility- the quality of
being believable or worthy
of trust.

Look

Look at the information carefully.
Read it three times.
It may help to say it as you read it.

Cover

Cover it with your hand or a piece of paper.

Write

Write it out, from memory.

Check

Check what you have written matches the information exactly.
Have you got it correct? If so, tick your work to show it is correct.

Correct

If it doesn’t match exactly, use your purple pen to correct it.
Repeat.
When you get it 100% correct, move on to the next piece of information.
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE, AMAZING EXPERIENCE

DESIGN TECH

DEVELOPED FOOD TECHNOLOGY
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1. WHAT IS ISOMETIC DRAWING

2. WHY DO WE USE ISOMETRIC PROJECTION

3. THE ISOMETRIC VERSE PERSPECTIVE DRAWING

Isometric drawing, also called isometric projection.

Isometric drawings & sketches are used by a variety of
artist, designers and engineers to layout their ideas in a
simple to understand format.

Isometric is 3D objects drawn with no perspective. Lines have no

It is a method of graphic representation of threedimensional objects, used by engineers, technical illustrators,
and, occasionally, architects
The isometric 30 degree angle gives the view a clearly
defined image and can be used to relate numerous complex
It is an axonometric projection in which the three coordinate messages in a simple design.
axes appear equally foreshortened and the angle between
any two of them is 120 degrees
Advantages Of Isometric Projection:
The term "isometric" comes from the Greek for "equal
measure", reflecting that the scale along each axis of
the projection is the same (unlike some other forms of
graphical projection).

•

This projection doesn't need multiple views.

•

Illustrates the 3D nature of the object.

•

To scale along principal axes measurement can be
made.

•

In terms of measurement, it provides accuracy.

•

It is easy to layout and measure.

vanishing points. Perspective is 3D objects drawn with 1 or more
vanishing points, often along, above, or below a horizon line to
simulate realism

4. RULES TO ISOMETRIC DRAWING

WHO USES ISOMETRIC PROJECTION?

HOW RELEVANT IS ISOMETRIC DRAWING IN OUR DAILY

•

Horizontal edges are drawn at 30 degrees.

•

Vertical edges are drawn as vertical lines.

•

Parallel edges appear as parallel lines..

Isometric drawings are commonly used in
technical drawing, to show an item in 3D on a 2D
page. Isometric drawings, sometimes
called isometric projections, are a good way of showing
measurements and how components fit together.

Isometric drawings are used to understand the 3d views of
sketches. Isometric projection gives us of an idea of what
something would look like when dimensions were added to it.

Unlike perspective drawings, they don't get smaller as the
lines go into the distance.
The Benefits of Isometric Drawing

An isometric drawing allows the designer to draw an object in
three dimensions. Isometric drawings are also
called isometric projections. This type of drawing
is often used by engineers and illustrators that specialize in
technical drawing
Careers:

Isometric drawings are very useful for designers –
particularly architects, industrial and interior designers and
engineers, as they are ideal for visualising rooms, products,
and infrastructure. They're a great way to quickly test out
different design ideas.

•

Engineers use isometric projection to help them with
there mechanical or constructional planning .

•

Designers use isometric projection to distil complex ideas
into easily to understands sketches or icons relaying a
myriad of information in one image.

English

Cirque du Freak
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1: Terminology 1

2: Terminology 2

3:Genre

• Noun – a word for objects, names or places. E.g. doors,
tables, dog, kettle, pen, Wakefield

• Protagonist - The main character in the story who is
often the ‘hero’.

• Adjective – a word that describes what a noun looks like.
E.g. red, dirty, soft, furry, small, big.

• Antagonist – A character who opposes the protagonist
and often stands in their way.

• Every story, film or book has a different type of genre. A
genre is essentially the purpose of why it was written.
Here are some examples of different genres:

• Verb – a ‘doing’ word that explains what actions a noun is • Simile – where words are compared to other objects in
completing. E.g. walking, running, skiing, driving, cooking.
some way. e.g. The dog ran like the wind.
• Adverb – explains how someone is doing something.
Often ending in ‘ly’. E.g. quickly, slowly, painfully,
incredibly, luckily
• Preposition— a word that tells you where or when
something is in relation to something else. E.g. after,
before, on, under, inside and outside.

• Personification – where non-human objects are given
human characteristics. e.g. The trees reached out their
fingers.

• Gothic Horror – a story that has the purpose of creating
fear and dread.
• Comedy – a story that has the purpose of making people
laugh.
• Romance - a story that is about love and compassion.

• Adventure – a story where the characters will often have
• Metaphor – a word or phrase applied to an object that is
to overcome barriers to achieve a goal.
not physically possible. e.g. The snow blanketed the
• Sci-Fi – a story that is often set in the future where we
ground.
have more technology or even aliens!

• Connotations = an idea or feeling associated to a word.
E.g. red = anger / love / danger.

• Fantasy— a story that contains characters or events that

4: Gothic Conventions

5: Writing Analytical Paragraphs

6: Sentence Types

• Gothic genres often use:

• When we write analytical paragraphs about how we
think a writer has used language, we use literary
language so that we sound like we know what we are
talking about. Here are some sentences starters to help
you write about a text with skill:

• Main clause – a sentence that can stand alone. e.g. The
dog went for a walk.

• Shan effectively creates a ….

• Simple Sentence – a sentence with only a main clause. e.g.
She knocked the mug off the shelf.

• Motifs – a reoccurring idea or object. e.g. a raven.
• Supernatural beings – a character that is not human e.g.
Mr Crepsley and Dracula are both vampires.
• A gloomy or sinister setting – usually set in a dark,
mysterious place e.g. a haunted house or deserted
graveyard.

• Shan’s choice of adjectives is striking because...

• A hero – a character who ‘saves the day’ or is seen as the • This may be disturbing for the reader because...
good person e.g. Darren in Cirque du Freak.
• In the gothic genre, it is common to find …
• Intense emotions – Gothic horror will usually fill you with • Here, Shan may be implying that….
lots of emotions e.g. fear, dread.
• Shan may be suggesting that….
• It is possible to see that the reader intended…

• Subordinate clause – a clause that depends on the main
clause and doesn’t make sense alone. e.g. When the dog
cried, the owner took him for a walk.

• Compound sentence – at least two simple sentences
joined together. e.g. She moved too quickly and she
knocked the mug off the shelf.
• Complex sentence – a sentence with a subordinate clause
and a main clause. e.g. She moved too quickly and
knocked the mug off the shelf, but it didn’t break.

French

Introductions
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Year 7 Phonics: eu oi qu in i è et
1 – Introducing ourselves

2 – Numbers 0-31

Bonjour

Hello

Salut

Hi

Au revoir

Goodbye

Comment t’appelles-tu?

What is your name?

Je m’appelle…

My name is….

Ça va?

How are you?

Ça va bien, merci.

I am well, thank you

Ça va mal

I am not well

Pas mal

Not bad

Comme ci, comme ça.

So so

4 – Months, birthdays and age
janvier

January

juillet

July

février

February

août

August

mars

March

septembre September

avril

April

octobre

mai

May

novembre November

juin

June

décembre

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

zéro
un
deux
trois
quatre
cinq
six
sept
huit
neuf
dix
onze
douze
treize
quatorze
quinze

3 – Basic Phonics
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

5 – Days and dates
lundi
mardi
mercredi
jeudi
vendredi
samedi
dimanche

October
December

Quelle est la date?

When is your birthday?

What is the date?

Mon anniversaire c’est le vingt-deux mars

On est mercredi premier septembre

My birthday is on the 22 March

It’s Wednesday 1 September
J’ai ____ ans
I am ____ years old

On est vendredi cinq mai
It’s Friday 5 May

Phonic

Example word

Other words

eu
oi
qu
in
i
è

le jeu-vidéo
le poisson
la question
le vin
le midi
la sorcière

et

violet

deux
trois
quatre, quatorze
cinq, quinze
six, dix
la mère, le père,
le frère
et

6 – French alphabet

C’est quand ton anniversaire?

Quel âge as-tu?
How old are you?

seize
dix-sept
dix-huit
dix-neuf
vingt
vingt-et-un
vingt-deux
vingt-trois
vingt-quatre
vingt-cinq
vingt-six
vingt-sept
vingt-huit
vingt-neuf
trente
trente et un

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

ah
bay
say
day
euh
eff
jhay
ash
ee
ghee
kah
el
emm

Comment ça s’écrit ?
How do you spell that/it ?

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

enn
oh
pay
ku
air
ess
tay
oo
vay
dubla vay
eex
ee-grehk
zed

Geography
Week 1: The UK Map
• Maps help us to know the location of places. We can
also use them to guide us when we move between
places.
• There are 4 countries in the UK.
• They each have a capital city

What do Geographers do?
Week 2: Compass

Year 7
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Week 3: World Map-Continents and Oceans

• A compass is a device that indicates direction.
• It is one of the most important instruments for navigation.
• Compass directions help us to orientate
ourselves, and to direct others.

• England/London
• Scotland/Edinburgh
• Wales/Cardiff

• They can be remembered using simple rhymes, such
as Never Ever Support Wigan.

• Northern Ireland/ Belfast

• Wakefield is north of London and is a cathedral city in
West Yorkshire, England, on the River Calder.

• There are 4 seas.

• We use scale on use a scale to show distance on
maps.

• North Sea

• Irish Sea Celtic

• It also helps us to shrink objects so that they are proportional on a map

• The five oceans from smallest to largest are: the Arctic,
Southern, Indian, Atlantic and Pacific
• Lined of latitude and longitude help people to locate where
a place is in the world
• To find out how far north or south a place is, lines of
latitude are used.
• These lines run parallel to the Equator.
• To find out how far east or west a place is, lines of
longitude are used.

• These lines run from the top of the Earth to the bottom

• English Channel

Week 4: Map Symbols

Week 5: Grid references

Week 6: Geographical Information Systems

• Symbols are used to represent features on a map

•We can use 6 figure grid references to find exact
locations on a grid square

• Geographical Information Systems allow us to make maps
that have data and information layered on top of them.

•The grid square is divided into tenths. The first three
numbers are the easting and the second three numbers
give the northings

• It is often called GIS

• The meaning of a symbol is given in the map’s key
• This shows us human (impact of people on the earth)
and physical (natural world) geographical features

•When you give a grid reference, always give the easting
first: "Along the corridor and up the stairs"

• This is useful if we want to study the spatial distribution of
information
• Technology is changing mapping
• Nowadays many people have mapping apps on their
mobile phone.
• We also use satnavs in cars
• More people are using maps more than ever before
• Fewer people are using map skill

History

England Before 1066

Week 1 : History Skills 1

Week 2: History Skills 2

•Chronological order—putting events or dates in time • Historians call the evidence they use to find out

order, starting with the earliest
•BCE—Before Common Era
•CE—Common Era
•BCE—Dates count down

about the past sources

•Historians study sources carefully and make

inferences about how people lived and what their
lives were like
•Artefacts are goods, such as tools, clothes or

jewels that have been preserved from a period in
history

•CE—Dates count up
•Decade– 10 Years

•Historians study artefacts to find out about the

Year 7
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Week 3: England Before 1066 1
•By the year 410 CE the Roman Empire was failing
•In Britain the Romans were being attacked by

groups of people from Germany called the Angles
and the Saxons
•These groups would sail over from Germany in

ships, attack big Roman houses, steal valuables and
people

lives, skills and beliefs of people in the past

• After 410 CE Anglo-Saxon people started to live in

•Centuries—100 Years

• Primary sources are from the time of the event

•Millennium—1000 Years

•Secondary sources are created some time after

England some Britons encouraged them to stay, to
protect them against other invasions

the event

•They spoke Anglish and called the country they

now lived in Angland

Week 4: England Before 1066 2

Week 5: Anglo Saxon Britain

•The Vikings were from Denmark and Norway and •There were 5 Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, Mercia

attacked 400 years after the Saxons and Angles

Northumbria, Wessex, East Anglia and Kent

•The Vikings also raided England, stealing valuables •The King was at the top of Anglo-Saxon society

and people, then going home

Week 6 : The Battle of Hastings
•Edward the Confessor died without an heir

Four men wanted to take the throne:
•Harold Godwinson

•William Duke of Normandy
•There was a shortage of farmland in their country and •Below him where the thanes, ceorls, peasants and

lots of good farm land in England
•The Vikings lived in the north of England and called

this part of England: the Danelaw
•King Canute a Viking became king in the year 1016

finally slaves.

• The Witan chose the next King
• The dying king could name a successor to help

the Witan

CE
• Sons did no necessarily inherit the throne from
•King Canute was King of England, Norway and their father
Denmark
• Heir to the throne —the person who will be the
•He was a Viking but wanted to be friends with the next king or queen
Angles and the Saxons

•Harald Hardrada
•Edgar Atheling
•Harold Godwinson was a Saxon
•William Duke of Normandy was a Norman
•Harald Hardrada was a Viking

•Edgar Atheling was a Saxon

Algebraic thinking

Mathematics

Year 7

Week 2: Sequences

Week 1: 7 times table

Term 1

Week 3: Algebraic notation 1

14,21,28,35,42

1x7=7

7 x 7 = 49

2 x 7 = 14

8 x 7 = 56

Term - Each number (or object) in a sequence

Input - The value which goes into a function machine

3 x 7 = 21

9 x 7 = 63

Term to term rule - allows you to find the next term in a
sequence Example: +7

Output - The value which comes out of a function machine

4 x 7 = 28

10 x 7 = 70

Linear - A linear sequence goes up or down by the same
amount between each term.
Example: 14,21,28,35,42 goes up by 7 each time

5 x 7 = 35

11 x 7 = 77

6 x 7 = 42

12 x 7 = 84

Week 4: Algebraic notation 2
Commutative - doesn’t matter which way round , it will
give the same answer
Example: 2 + 3 = 5 and 3 + 2 = 5
Substitution - Replacing a variable with a known value
Example 7 + a a=5 7 + (5) = 12
Evaluate means to calculate the value of.
Example: Evaluate 5 2 The answer is 25 because 5 x 5 = 25

Brackets - Used in pairs to group things together.
Example: 2(x + 1) is two lots of x + 1

+7 +7 +7 +7

Operation - A mathematical process.
Example: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division

+ −× ÷
Inverse – Is the opposite.
Example: addition ( +) is the inverse of subtraction (-)

Ascending – A sequence going up
Example:7,14,21,28,35

Variable - A letter which can take a range of values
Example: x, y

Descending - A sequence going down
Example: 70,63,56, 49,35

Week 5: Equality and equivalence 1
Equality - having the same value
Fact family - A group of mathematical facts using the same
values. Example:
7 + 3 = 10

10 - 7 = 3

3 + 7 = 10

10 - 3 = 7

Solution – a number we can put in place of a letter that
makes the equation true.
Example: x + 2 = 5, the solution is 3 because 3 + 2 = 5

Week 6: Equality and equivalence 2
Term (algebraic) - can be number or variables
Example: x, y, 7, 5
Like term – Terms which have the same variable (letter)
Example: 4a and 2a are like
Unlike terms - Terms which do not contain the same variable.
Example: 4y and 3x are unlike terms.
Equivalent - Of equal value. We use the symbol ≡
Example: 2y + 3y ≡ 5y is true for all values of y

Solve - to find the answer of a given equation.
Equation - States that two things are equal
Example:
5 = 2x + 1

Product - The result of a multiplication of two or more
values. Example: The product of 3 and 4 is 12

One step equation - Equations which have only one
operation
Example: 3x = 15 contains one multiplication

PSHE

Health and Wellbeing: Transition & Safety

Week 1: Key Words

Week 2: Making Friends and Managing

•

Transition=The process of changing

•

Emotions= A strong feeling

Good friends listen-They allow you talk and listen. They are interested in what you have to say

•

Hormones=A chemical substance in the body

•

Identity=Who or what a person is

•

Ethos=the set of moral beliefs and attitudes that are characteristic of a person or group

•

Values= moral principles and beliefs

•

Empathy=Understand someone’s feelings

•

Respect=A feeling of admiration for someone or their
achievements

• Responsibility=Being accountable for something
• Honesty=The act of being truthful

Week 4: Where can I find support?

Good friends are trustworthy– A good friend won’t share something private, you can trust them not to judge

Year 7

Term 1

Week 3: The Parable of the Lost Sheep
In Matthew 18: 10-14, Jesus taught His disciples a simple
story to illustrate a spiritual truth...That lost sheep in the
story may have wandered away from the shepherd, but because the shepherd is a “good” shepherd who loves and
cares about his sheep, he went looking for it.

Good friends make you feel good- Good friends do things that
make you feel good like pay you compliments and congratulate
you

When the shepherd finds his sheep there is great rejoicing…

Good friends are respectful-They will respect boundaries and
resolve conflict respectfully

“When he comes home, he calls together his friends, his
family and his neighbours, saying to them, 'Rejoice with me,
for I have found my sheep which was lost."

5 steps to managing big emotions
1. Remind yourself it is never good to hurt anyone. 2.Take three
big breaths. 3. Use words to explain how you feel. 4. Ask for help.
5. Take time to calm down.

The moral of The Parable of the Lost Sheep is that each person is precious to God. In the parable, the shepherd leaves
his 99 to look for the lost one.

Week 5: Travelling Safely to School

Week 6: Basic First Aid– Recovery Position

School support: During your school life, you may need some
extra help and support Make sure you are aware of who you can
turn to within our school community.

Road injuries are a major cause of injury and death among young
people in the UK. It is important that you know the risks and take
action to make things safer.

If a person is unconscious, but is breathing and has no other life
threatening injuries, they should be placed in the recovery position. This keeps their airways clear and open ,avoiding choking.

1) Form Tutor. 2)Head of Year. 3)SLO. 4) Safeguarding team 5)
School Chaplain.

The Green Cross Code is designed to help you cross the street
safely

If you are worried about someone else you can also seek support
from the above.

1.THINK-find a safe place to cross

Peer support: Within our school we have four values:
1)Honesty 2)Empathy 3)Respect 4)Rsesponsibility

2. STOP-before you get to the kerb stop. Make sure you can see
the traffic
3. LOOK-look all around you for traffic. Look right, look left. Watch
out for bikes. DO NOT get distracted by your phone

We can support each other by putting these values into action.
4.WAIT-until there is no traffic and it is safe to cross
Self support: You can also look after your own well-being by
making sure that you are: eating healthily, keeping good sleep

5.LOOK & LISTEN AGAIN- when it is safe, cross over

RS

Introduction to Philosophy

1: What are ultimate questions?
Philosophy= (Greek) love of wisdom
Philosophy- is a way of thinking about the world, the universe,
and society. It works by asking very basic questions about the
nature of human thought, the nature of the universe, and the
connections between them.

2: Philosophers- Plato and Descartes
Plato –was an ancient Greek philosopher. He challenged
people to look around them and ask “What is reality?”.
Allegory– a story with a hidden meaning.
Plato’s cave– Plato's famous allegory.

Ultimate questions- are big questions that do not have an answer, they are
a mystery. Examples include what happens when we die? What is the pur- Summary of Plato’s Cave– some people were chained in
pose of life? Is there a God?
Truth– is a fact or belief that is accepted as true. There are many different
kinds of truths that can help people explore different answers to ultimate
questions.
Scientific truths-established by experiments that can be repeated and
always produce the same result
Religious truths-people follow a religion and so discover the 'truth' which
comes from God or a sacred text. Christians use the Bible to help them
answer ultimate questions.
Moral truths- people 'know' what is right or wrong without evidence to
prove it

a cave, forced to watch shadows across a stone wall. One
day, one of the prisoner’s manages to free himself from
the chains and step outside the cave to see the outer
world. Once his eyes adjust he sees the real form of things. The
prisoner goes back to the cave and tells everyone what he had
just witnessed, but no one believes him.
Descartes -René Descartes was a French philosopher,
mathematician, and scientist

Historical truths-truth based on evidence from documents or archaeology
Our school values –respect, honesty, responsibility and empathy. These are Descartes is famous for stating “I think, therefore I am.” after
pondering on the question “How can we prove we exist?”
Christian values from the Bible.

4: Does God exist?
Uncertain– not known or definite
Theists– believe in the existence of God They have
faith that God exists and do not need proof.
Atheists– do not believe in the existence of God They argue
there is no proof God exists.
Agnostics– are unsure about the existence of God They are
not sure if you need proof but don’t have complete faith
either.
Theists– are certain about the existence of God. They believe they experience God through the world and prayer.
Census– an official count or survey, especially of a population.

5: What happens when we die?

Year 7
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3: What is the meaning of life?
Purpose– the reason for which something is done or
created or for which something exists
Atheists -believe there is no creator or God and believe we
exist by chance. They believe we are here because of the Big
Bang and Evolution.
Theists- believe in the existence of God. Many religious people
believe there is a creator God who designed the universe so
argue humans do have a purpose and reason for existence; to
serve God and care for his creation.
Christians- believe the purpose of life is summarised
in Jesus’ Greatest Commandment- "Love the Lord
your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with
all your strength, and with all your mind, and love your neighbour as yourself.".

6: Do we have a soul?

Soul– the spiritual or immaterial part of a human
being or animal, regarded as immoral
Immortal– living forever, never dies
Resurrection– rising from the dead
Samsara- the cycle of death and rebirth

Immortality– the ability to live forever, eternal lie
Mortal– unable to continue living, having to die
Unique– one of a kind, unlike anything else
Reincarnation-a rebirth of a mental capacity, such as a soul, in a
physical life form, such as a body.

All world religions believe death is not the end. Muslims and Christians believe in resurrection where people go to heaven or hell.
Buddhists do not believe in resurrection. They believe in a cycle of
death and rebirth called samsara.

Christians believe the soul is what makes humans unique and
different to the rest of God’s creation. They believe it is God
given and immortal.

Other possible evidence to support life after death include spirits/
ghosts, mediums and near death experiences.
Many atheists argue death is the end as there is no real proof of an

The Census (2011) shows that the number of people identi- afterlife. They believe the atoms that make us are repurposed at
fying as Christian is decreasing and the number identifying
death. Stephen Hawking said belief in an afterlife is a fairy story.
as having no religion is increasing.

The Simpson’s explores this question in the episode ‘Bart Sells
His Soul’. At the start Bart claims we do not have a soul and it
was made up to control us. Lisa claims it’s the symbol of everything that is fine inside of us, while Milhous claims we do have a
soul.
Most atheists do not believe we have a soul as they do no believe in God. They believe humans are mortal. Other atheists

Science

Cells, States of Matter and Forces

1. Variation

3. States of Matter

Year 7
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5. Forces

state of
matter

the form in which an object is found e.g. solid,
liquid or gas

force

a push or a pull effect

newtons

the units in which force is measured

solid

particles are regularly arranged and all touching

liquid

particles are touching and in an irregular
arrangement

Newton
meter

a piece of equipment containing a
spring that measures the size of a

gas

no particles are touching and in a random
arrangement

balanced

all the forces in one direction are equal
to all the forces acting in the opposite
direction

organ sys- a group of organs that work together
tem
e.g. The digestive system.

melting
point

the temperature at which a solid turns to a
liquid

unbalanced

organism

boiling
point

the temperature at which a liquid turns to a gas

all the forces in one direction are not
equal to all the forces acting in the opposite direction

variation

differences between organisms

cell

basic unit of all living organisms

tissue

a collection of similar cells working together to perform a specific
function

organ

a collection of different tissues
working together to perform a
specific function

any living thing

2. Cell Structure
Animal

4. Elements, Compounds and Mixtures
Plant

atom

a single sphere that makes up matter

pivot

a point around which an object turns

particle

the single unit of a substance such as an
atom or a molecule e.g. H2O

moment

the turning effect around a pivot
caused by a force e.g. a seesaw

element

a substance that contains only 1 type of

clockwise

a motion that is in the same direction
the as the hands on a clock

compound a substance that contains 2 or more
different atoms that are chemically
mixture
Living things do all of the MRS GREN processes.
(Movement, respiration, sensitivity, growth, reproduction, excretion and nutrition.)

6. Moments

a substance that contains different types
of particles that are not chemically
joined

anticlockwise a motion that is in the opposite direction to the hands on a clock
stationary

not moving

magnitude

the size of something

